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Background
Secondary use of large and open data sets provides
researchers with an opportunity to address high impact
questions that would otherwise be prohibitively expen-
sive and time consuming. In spite of the data availabil-
ity, often generating hypotheses from huge data sets is
challenging, and lack of complex analysis of data might
lead to weak hypotheses.

Materials and methods
To overcome these issues and to assist researchers in
building hypotheses from raw data, we are working on a
methodology and informatics resource called the PRD, an
acronym for “Pediatric Research Database.” The PRD is a
de-identified database designed to make secondary use of
rich data sources, i. e., electronic medical records (EMR).
The development of visual analytics [1,2] makes the pro-
cess of data elaboration, information gathering, knowl-
edge generation, and complex information exploration
transparent to tool users and provides researchers with
the ability to sort and filter by various criteria, which can
lead to strong, novel hypotheses. This database allows
researchers to query large patient populations to identify
small subsets based on certain inclusion and exclusion
criteria. This not only permits users to detect expected
events, such as might be predicted by models, but
also helps users discover the unexpected – surprising

anomalies, changes, patterns and relationships that are
then examined and assessed to develop new insights.
Only de-identified data are available from PRD to
researchers. We maintain the identified data in a separate
HIPAA class server room with very limited access. Indivi-
dual-level data cannot be accessible without appropriate
IRB approval. All potential re-identification attempts are
protected by following the best practice de-identification
process. All patients’ medical record number is replaced
by an arbitrarily generated sequence number in order to
prevent re-identification issues. To further protect patient
re-identification, all patient count that is less than
10 would return “less than 10 patients” without any infor-
mation. The outcome goal of the PRD is to facilitate clini-
cal research and improve the health of children.
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